SWEAR AND SHAKE
For a moment the room is silent, hanging on to the heart-wrenching ballad being
gifted from the stage. Then it’s time to party. In just a few chords the crowd is swept
back on their feet again, dancing, smiling and getting lost in the energy emanating
from this dynamic band. Catchy and straightforward lyrics flow out of Kari Spieler,
Adam McHeffey and Shaun Savage and land playfully on the ears of the captivated
audience... A fan is born.
Collectively these artists, known as Swear and Shake, bring an experience to the stagea combination of truthful, moving songs, passionate performance, and an easy,
acoustic narrative. Their memorable sound, rich in tone and powerful in delivery,
delivers a perfect partnership of stories and music.
“I’ve only seen a few artists bring a room to a hush, only to have their audience
hooping and hollering moments later, and these four talented Yankees have joyfully
mastered their ability to do so. By the end of the first song, we were out of our seats
and upfront. Strangers instantly became neighbors as the entire venue was swept up in
the action.” – The Blue Indian
Perhaps the energy the audience absorbs comes from the long history band members
Kari, Adam and Shaun share. From kindergarten to college to their current home base
in Nashville, TN, these artists have grown together personally, professionally and
sonically. Their past has inevitably influenced their current musical journey, and their
performance invites fans to become a part of it.
Swear and Shake has directly supported a number of notable acts, including The
Lumineers, Delta Rae, American Authors, G. Love and Special Sauce and ZZ Ward.
Connection is key for this group of performers: they bring their listeners on an
exhilarating ride of audible peaks and valleys. The band will continue to hit the road
with a stream of tour dates across the US this year, bringing the fun and the feels every
step of the way.

